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Abstract 
 

Patterning techniques are of great importance in various applications such as integrated 

circuits, display, micro-electromechanical systems, microfluid devices, and photonics. 

Extensive work has been done in developing patterning techniques, such as 

photolithography, electron beam lithography, nanoimprint lithography, scanning probe 

lithography, soft lithography, inkjet printing, screen printing, etc.  

 

Recently, a new patterning technique called electrochemical replication and transfer 

(ERT) has been developed by our group which aims to achieve high resolution, high 

throughput and low cost at the same time. ERT process consists of two major steps. 

One step is the electrochemical replication of pattern on designed template. The other 

key step is the transfer of patterned materials from template onto target substrate. To 

assist the transfer, a layer of self-assembled 1H,1H,2H,2H-Perfluorodecanthiol (PFDT) 

on gold is used as release layer to decrease the adhesion between electrodeposited layer 

and the template.  

 

In this thesis, we employ a thin layer of chromic oxide to replace PFDT and demonstrate 

the applicability of ERT (Cr2O3) in obtaining various geometric patterns with different 

materials on various substrates. The application of ERT (Cr2O3) in the fabrication of 

stretchable conductor and micro-supercapacitor is also demonstrated. The mechanism 

of ERT (Cr2O3) process was analyzed.  

 

In conclusion, ERT (Cr2O3) is explored in obtaining various geometric patterns with 

different materials on various substrates to extend the electrochemical replication and 

transfer technique. The mechanism of ERT (Cr2O3) process is analyzed from 

electrocrystallization and adhesion perspectives.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
 

Patterning techniques are of great importance in a variety of applications, such as 

integrated circuits, photonics, microsensors, micro-electromechanical systems, and 

displays.7 Various patterning techniques have been developed to meet different 

demands. For example, photolithography has been an important part in the fabrication 

of integrated circuit. Screen printing is extensively used in garments printing.  

 

The general trends in the development of patterning technique are towards high 

resolution, high throughput, and low cost.8-9 To meet these requirements, 

electrochemical replication and transfer (ERT) has been developed. This new 

patterning technique uses the selective electrodeposition of materials on template to 

replicate the patterns, then the patterns made of target materials are transferred to 

preferred substrates by adhesives. To promote the transfer process, the adhesion 

between template and plated materials is decreased by modifying 1H,1H,2H,2H-

Perfluorodecanthiol (PFDT) on the template before electrodeposition. This patterning 

method is suitable for fabricating a wide variety of materials into arbitrary shapes on a 

variety of flexible substrates which is very promising in the application of a variety of 

fields. However, as a newly developed method, there are still a lot of space left to study. 

So, following the principles of ERT method, here we developed a new release layer 

(Cr2O3) and studied its applicability and mechanism. To distinguish with the previous 

ERT method which uses PFDT as release layer, we put the name of release layer after 

ERT (ERT (PFDT) and ERT (Cr2O3)). 

 

1.2 Research objectives 
 

This research aims in extending the newly developed patterning technique 

electrochemical replication and transfer. The research objectives of this research are 

listed as follows: 
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1. To develop a new release layer (Cr2O3) that can be used in ERT process 

2. To investigate the applicability of ERT with this new release layer (Cr2O3) 

3. To study the mechanism of ERT (Cr2O3) process  

4. To compare the ERT (PFDT) with ERT (Cr2O3) 

5. To demonstrate the application of ERT (Cr2O3)  

 

1.3 Research originality 
 

In this research, a new release layer Cr2O3 was studied to replace the previously used 

PFDT in patterning technique, electrochemical replication and transfer. The 

applicability of this ERT (Cr2O3) to various metals, various geometries and various 

substrates has been demonstrated. And the mechanism has been analyzed. It’s 

application in fabrication of flexible micro-supercapacitor has also been demonstrated.  

 

1.4 Outlines of the thesis 
 

This thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 briefly introduces the background of patterning techniques and then the 

objective and originality of this research.  

 

Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction of the principles and development of general 

patterning techniques.  

 

Chapter 3 gives the methodologies, including the materials, the instruments, fabrication 

processes and characterization techniques used in this study.  

 

Chapter 4 demonstrates the fabrication process of ERT (Cr2O3) method and its 
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applicability to fabricate various flexible metal patterns into various shapes on variety 

of substrates.  

 

Chapter 5 analyzes the mechanism of ERT(Cr2O3) from the electrocrystallization and 

adhesion perspectives and studies the comparison between ERT (PFDT) and ERT 

(Cr2O3). 

 

Chapter 6 demonstrates the applicability of ERT (Cr2O3) in fabrication of flexible 

interdigital micro-supercapacitor devices.  

 

Chapter 7 concludes the results of this study and discusses the outlook of ERT 

patterning method.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 

2.1 General introduction of patterning techniques 
 

Patterning technique plays key role in many applications such as the fabrication of 

integrated circuit board, sensors, display, micro-electromechanical systems, micro-

optical components, etc.10-13  

 

Commonly used and studied patterning techniques are photolithography, electron beam 

lithography, nanoimprint lithography, soft lithography, scanning probe lithography, and 

some printing techniques such as inkjet printing, screen printing, flexographic printing, 

and gravure printing.  

 

Patterning techniques can be classified to generation of patterns or replication of 

patterns,14-15 additive manufacturing or subtractive manufacturing from different 

perspectives.16  

 

The operational and mechanistic principles of general patterning techniques would be 

introduced briefly. The development of some key patterning techniques would also be 

introduced.  

 

2.2 Principles and development of general patterning techniques 
 

2.2.1 Photolithography 

 

Photolithography uses photons to create solubility changes in photon-sensitive film to 

generate patterns. There are generally two kinds of photo-sensitive resists, positive 

resists and negative resists. In the case of negative photoresist, the part of resist exposed 

to light would be polymerized or crosslinked and becomes insoluble in developer. In 

the case of positive resist, the part of resist under exposure would dissolve in developer 
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faster than unexposed area, leaving the part of resist covered by mask. The patterns of 

photoresist can be replicated with target materials with basically two routes, etching 

and lift-off. In the etching route, target materials are firstly deposited on the substrate 

followed by s standard photolithography process. The patterned resist would protect the 

material underneath resist during etching. In lift-off process, target materials are 

deposited or selectively grown on resist-patterned substrate. Materials deposited on 

photoresist patterns would be washed away together with photoresist during the 

removal of photoresist leaving the materials in a counter pattern.  

 

 

 

The resolution of photolithography is limited by Rayleigh’s equation.  

𝑅 =  𝑘1𝜆/𝑁𝐴 

𝐷𝑂𝐹 = 𝑘2𝜆/𝑁𝐴2 

Here, k1 and k2 are described as “process dependent constants”, R is the minimum 

resolvable feature, λ is the wavelength of exposure light, NA is the numerical aperture, 

DOF is depth-of-focus. 

 

Figure 1. Scheme of mask-based photolithography and 

photolithographic process for positive resist and negative resist. 4 
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According to Rayleigh equation, the minimum resolvable feature and depth of focus 

are limited by the wavelength of exposure light and the numerical aperture. DOF will 

become smaller inevitably with the improvement in resolution of feature. However, 

with a small DOF, the result patterns are more sensitive to the thickness of the 

photoresist layer which makes the process challenging. 

 

Generally, changing exposure scheme, improving optical systems, reducing exposure 

wavelength and developing related resolution enhancement technologies are four main 

directions to improve the resolution of photolithography.17-18 The exposure scheme has 

changed from early-stage contact printing scheme to projection scheme. In contact 

printing scheme, the resolution limit is around 2-3 µm. And the resist layer suffers from 

defects. So, projection exposure scheme was later used.19 Increasing NA of lens is one 

approach to increase the resolution.20 Since, high NA would cause drastically drop in 

DOF, further improvement of the resolution takes places in reducing the exposure 

wavelength. The exposure wavelength evolves from g-line (436 nm) to i-line (365 

nm)21, to KrF (248 nm),22 to ArF (193 nm)23, to F2 (157 nm),24 and to extreme ultraviolet 

(13.5 nm)25. To accommodate the change of exposure source, new lens materials, mask 

materials and resist materials should be developed, especially for extreme ultraviolet.26 

To overcome these difficulties in developing new materials, immersion system was 

proposed to reduce the effective exposure wavelength without changing the light 

source.27 So, materials that are compatible for certain light source can be used to get 

patterns exceeding limited resolution without developing new materials. However, to 

meet the increasing demand of miniaturization, the use of shorter wavelength exposure 

source is inevitable. The resist materials compatible with shorter exposure wavelength 

source have been studied extensively.28-29 Chemically amplifies resist was developed 

to provide better resolution for KrF and ArF exposure system.30 Several resolution 

enhancement technologies have been proposed to elevate the resolution, such as phase 

shifting technology,31 modified illumination,32 optical proximity effect correction,33 

source and mask co-operation34.  

 

There are several challenges remaining for high-resolution photolithography, such as 

defects control, insufficient pattern fidelity when the resolution of patterns comes to 
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sub-10 nm. The drawbacks of photolithography are limited photoresists materials, 

waste of materials due to its nature of subtractive manufacturing, little control over 

functionality of surface, difficulty in fabrication of 3D structure.  

 

2.2.2 Electron beam lithography 

 

Electron beam lithography uses the energy of electrons to generate patterns in electron-

sensitive resist. Electron has very small de-Broglie wavelength. Electron beam 

lithography can achieve high resolution to sub-10 nm easily.35 Thus, electron beam 

lithography is less constraint in obtaining high resolution patterns. However, the writing 

time of electron beam is long with its limited beam current which can exceed 24 h per 

1 cm2.36 The attempts to increase beam current would result in larger spot size due to 

the intrinsic repulsion of electrons and causes the loss of pattern fidelity.37 The 

development of electron beam lithography is usually in the direction of increasing 

throughput instead of resolution. 16, 18 The commonly used resists in E-beam 

lithography process are methacrylic based positive resist such as PMMA and epoxy 

based negative resist such as SU-8.  

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of e-beam 

lithography.3 
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2.2.3 Nanoimprint lithography 

 

Nanoimprint uses a hard mold to obtain mechanical deformation of resist material to 

form patterns.38-39 By pressing the patterned mold on substrate covered by deformable 

resist, the height difference will be formed in resist under patterned region and non-

patterned region of the mold. A thin layer of residual resist is left under the protrusion 

of mold to avoid direct contact of mold and substrate to protect the delicate nanoscale 

features. The thin layer of residual will be removed by reactive ion etching (RIE) or 

other techniques, leaving resist with higher height to form patterns. The fundamental 

principle of nanoimprint enables its resolution not to be limited by diffraction which is 

a common issue in photolithography. Nanoimprint is a high-resolution, high-

throughput and low-cost technique. In the early stage of nanoimprint, the technique 

uses thermoplastic resists which needs to undergo a melting process to achieve phase 

change to facilitate mechanical deformation. The thermal mismatch between mold and 

substrate can cause pattern distortion. The patterns obtained by nanoimprint are more 

subjective to defects so the nanoimprint process cannot meet the stringent requirement 

of semiconductor fabrication.  

 

Transparent mold and UV-curable liquid are developed to allow the nanoimprint 

process to be carried out at room temperature.40  
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of thermal nanoimprint 

lithography and UV nanoimprint lithography.2  
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2.2.4 Soft lithography 

 

Soft lithography is a family of techniques for fabricating or replicating structures using 

elastomeric stamps, molds, and conformable photomasks. Microcontact printing (µCP), 

replica molding, microtransfer molding (µTM), micromolding in capillaries (MIMIC), 

solvent-assisted micromolding (SAMIM), phase-shift photolithography, cast-molding, 

embossing, and injection molding all belong to soft lithography.6, 41-42 Microcontact 

printing is probably the most widely used method among soft lithography techniques.43 

Microcontact printing uses an elastomeric stamp with relief structure to print pattern of 

self-assembled monolayers (SAM) on the surface of substrates by contact.42 The 

patterned SAM can protect the underlying substrates from certain wet etchants leading 

to selective wet etching.42, 44 The patterned SAM can also be used to control the 

deposition of various materials such as metals, ceramics, conducting polymers, 

inorganic salts, and proteins to obtain corresponding patterned target materials. The 

most frequently used material for soft mold is polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). PDMS 

has several advantages such as conformal contact with surfaces over relatively large 

areas, low interfacial free energy which makes it easily to be peeled off, good chemical 

stability, optical transparent which makes it applicable in patterning UV-curable 

materials.45  

 

Challenges remain to be solved for soft lithography are the swell of PDMS in solvents,46 

the diffusion and disorder of SAM, limited aspect ratio of microstructures in PDMS 

due to its softness42, 47, defects control in formed pattern, and difficulty in high-

resolution registration.  
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the four major 

steps involved in soft lithography and three major 

soft lithography techniques.6 
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2.2.5 Scanning probe lithography 

 

Scanning probe lithography (SPL) can be used to selectively remove, react or transfer 

materials on substrate or to substrate respectively with a sharp probe.48 SPL-based 

techniques can be classified as destructive or constructive methods. In destructive 

methods, the removal of part of the substrate is usually caused by mechanical abrasion 

using scanned AFM probe. In constructive methods, materials are delivered to the 

surface of substrate. The mechanism of the transfer of molecule form tip to substrate is 

complex and has intrigued many researchers. One hypothesis is the transfer of molecule 

from tip to substrate is assisted by the driving force caused by the interaction between 

ink and substrate induced by chemical interaction or other interactions.49 The water 

layer between tip and surface might mediate material transfer by capillary force and 

gradient difference as well.8 The feature size of patterns generated by SPL can go down 

to sub-10 nm easily.50-52 However, this method is difficult to scale up. Although parallel 

writing has been proposed, it is still a relatively low-throughput patterning technique 

with its low writing speed.53  

 

 

Figure 5. Schematic representation of dip-pen nanolithography.1 
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2.2.6 Printing techniques: inkjet, screen, flexographic, and gravure printings 

 

Commonly used printing techniques are inkjet printing, screen printing, flexographic 

printing, and gravure printing.5, 54 

 

Inkjet printing creates patterns by propelling droplets of ink onto substrate. There are 

two modes of inkjet printing: continuous and drop-on-demand.55 The formation of 

droplet and the formation of inkjet-printed features on the substrate are two processes 

in inkjet printing that have been substantially studies by researchers.5, 56-57 The fluid 

properties of ink and printing parameters affect deposition quality.56 The ejection of 

droplet is completed usually with assist of piezoelectric printhead. The size of droplet 

propelled by inkjet printing usually limits its resolution.  

 

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of continuous inkjet printing.5 
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Screen printing, flexographic printing and gravure printing are conventional mass-

printing techniques.54 Screen printing uses a squeegee to press inks on substrate through 

a mesh screen. Screen printing is a simple and cost-effective process. The patterns 

obtained by screen printing are usually thick and the resolution of these patterns is 

limited (~50 µm). Flexographic printing uses a flexible relief plate to print inks on 

substrate. It is low-cost, applicable to wide range of materials and variety of substrates. 

However, the resolution of flexographic printing is limited (~100 µm). Gravure printing 

uses gravure roller with engraved pattern on surface to print inks. Gravure printing is 

of high throughput and applicable to wide range materials and substrates. However, the 

disadvantage of gravure printing, the same as the problem in screen printing and 

flexographic printing is the limitation in resolution (~50 µm). 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
 

3.1 Materials 
 

All the chemicals were used without further purification. Pure gold (Au, 99.999%, 

China New Metal), pure chromium (Cr, 99.999%, China New Metal), silicon wafer (Si, 

<100>, Suzhou Crystal Silicon Electronics and Technology Company, Ltd, China), 

silicon wafer with silicon oxide layer (SiO2, <100>, 300 nm, Suzhou Crystal Silicon 

Electronics and Technology Company, Ltd, China), photoresist (AZ 5214E, 

Microchemicals GmbH, Germany), developer for AZ 5214E (AZ 300 MIF, 

Microchemicals GmbH, Germany), negative photoresist (NR9-1500PY, Futurrex, Inc., 

USA), developer for NR9-1500PY (RD6, Futturex, Inc., USA), Au etchant (Transene 

Company, Inc.), ethanol (ACS grade, Anaqua), isopropanol (ACS grade, Anaqua), 

acetone(ACS grade, Anaqua), 1H,1H,2H,2H-Perflurodecanethiol (PFDT, 97%, Sigma-

Aldrich), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Unichem Laboratories Ltd.), commercial copper 

/ gold / nickel plating solutions (Plug N Plate Cu solution, Plug N Plate Au Solution, 

Plug N Plate Ni Solution, Caswell Inc., USA), manganese (II) acetate tetrahydrate 

(Mn(Ac)2·4H2O, 98% purify, Sigma-Aldrich), sodium sulfate anhydrous (Na2SO4, 99% 

purify, Sigma-Aldrich), lithium chloride (LiCl, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich), polyvinyl 

alcohol (PVA, Mw 89,000-8,000, 99+% hydrolyzed, Sigma-Aldrich), phosphoric acid, 

(H3PO4, 85w% solution in water, Acros Organics), Pyrrole (98%, Sigma-Aldrich), 

sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 95%, Sigma-Aldrich), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30%, Sigma-

Aldrich), NOA63 (Norland Optical Adhesive), SmartSolve dissolving tape (Amazon), 

polyimide (PI) tape, silicone elastomer 184 (SYLGARD), silicone elastomer curing 

agent (SYLGARD), commercial weighting paper, cotton cloth and nylon cloth, 

polyethylene terephthalate films (PET films, 125 µm, 50 µm, Suzhou Dawan Plastic 

Electronics Co. Ltd., China) 
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3.2 Fabrication of template 
 

Photolithography and thin film deposition techniques are applied in the fabrication of 

template. For practical reasons, AZ 5214E and negative resist NR9-1500PY are both 

used in photolithography process. More than one mask aligner systems and thin film 

deposition techniques are utilized at different batches of the fabrication.  

 

a) Photolithography process with AZ 5214E as image reversal resist 

Si or SiO2 wafer was spin-coated with AZ 5214E at 4000 rpm for 30 s. The wafer was 

then pre-baked on a hotplate at 100 ℃ for 90 s to remove the solvent. The wafer with 

solidified resist was exposed under a dose of 20 mJ cm-2 UV light with self-designed 

photomask on it. After exposure, the resist was post-baked at 120 ℃ for 2 min on 

hotplate and then undergone a flood exposure with 300 mJ cm-2 dose of UV light. 

Afterwards, the photoresist was developed in AZ 300 MIF developer for about 60-70 s. 

finally, it was washed with DI water and dried with compressed N2. The wafer with 

patterned photoresist was then deposited with 5 nm Cr as adhesive layer, 40 nm Au and 

another 5 nm Cr as release layer. Finally, the sample was dipped in DMSO to remove 

the photoresist and get the patterned template.  

 

b) Photolithography process with AZ 5214E as positive resist 

Due to the design of photomask, positive resist was combined with etching method to 

get appropriate patterns. The Si or SiO2 wafer was first deposited with a 5 nm thickness 

of Cr and 40 nm of Au layer. The sample was then spin coated with AZ 5214E at 4000 

rpm for 30s. It was then baked on a hotplate at 100 ℃ for 90 s to remove the solvent. 

Then, the wafer with solidified resist covered by photomask was exposed under UV 

light with a dose of 40 mJ cm-2. After exposure the photoresist was developed in AZ 

300 MIF for about 60-70 s. The sample was washed with DI water and dried with 

compressed N2. Au exposed on sample was etched away by dipping into a mixed 

solution of Au etchant and water with a ratio of 1:5 for around 2 min. After removing 

photoresist by DMSO, the sample was deposited with another layer of 5 nm Cr.  
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c) Photolithography process with NR9-1500PY 

Si or SiO2 wafer was spin coated with NR9-1500PY at 4000 rpm for 40 s. The wafer 

was then pre-baked on a hotplate at155 ℃ for 1 min to remove the solvent. The wafer 

with solidified resist was exposed under a dose of 175 mJ cm-2 UV light with self-

designed photomask on it. After exposure, the resist was post-baked at 105 ℃ for 3 

min. Afterwards, the photoresist was developed with RD6 for about 10 s. Finally, it was 

washed with DI water and dried with compressed N2. The wafer with patterned 

photoresist was then deposited with 5 nm Cr as adhesive layer, 40 nm Au and another 

5 nm Cr as release layer. Finally, the sample was dipped in DMSO to remove the 

photoresist and get the patterned template.   

 

AZ 5214E is a DNQ-Novolak photoresist. Novolak is a polymerized phenolic resin 

made of formaldehyde and phenol which is intended to protect the underlying substrate 

in subsequent processing. DiazoNaphthoQuinone (DNQ) in AZ 5214E is the photo-

active substances that generate the differences in developing rates for exposed and 

unexposed area. The presence of DNQ in photoresist would reduce the developing rate 

in the unexposed area compared to photoresist that contains pure phenolic resin without 

DNQ. During exposure to UV light, the DNQ would be converted into carboxylic acid 

which largely increases the developing rate. So, the unexposed photoresist would be 

left on substrate to protect its underlying substrate from subsequent processing. To use 

AZ 5214E as image reversal resist, a baking step is needed after exposure to neutralize 

the carboxylic acid formed during exposure and activate the crosslinking agent in 

exposed area. A further flood exposure would generate carboxylic acid in previously 

unexposed area to increase the developing rate. Thus, image reversal process can be 

accomplished with AZ 5214E.  

 

NR9-1500PY is a negative resist. The exposed area would be cross-linked in post-

baking which reduces its developing rate in developer.  
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DMSO is used to remove the photoresist on wafer. Although the dissolving of resist in 

acetone is faster than that in DMSO, metal particles are easily left on the surfaces of 

templates during removing of resist from template made by lift-off method due to the 

volatility of acetone.  

 

In the process of thin film deposition, thermal evaporation or e-beam evaporation is 

used to deposit thin metal film on pure wafer or resist-patterned wafer. The deposition 

rates of Cr and Au are around 0.1 Ȧ/s and 0.5 Ȧ/s respectively. The deposition rates are 

chosen to get uniform and robust templates. The wettability of Cr is good on SiO2 wafer, 

so the deposition rate of Cr is controlled to a smaller rate to achieve better adhesion. In 

the case of Au, if the deposition rate is smaller than 0.2 Ȧ/s, gold tends to form islands 

when the thickness of Au is around 20 nm. If the deposition rate of Au is larger than 1 

Ȧ/s, the adhesion between Au and Cr would be sacrificed. It should be noted that, the 

quality thin film is influenced both by parameters during deposition and the parameters 

of instrument for deposition, such as the size of chamber, the distance from source to 

substrate, etc. The prepared templates should meet the requirement for robustness and 

conductivity for subsequent ERT process.  

 

Template without outer Cr layer was also fabricated for comparison.  
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3.3 Electrochemical replication and transfer with chromic oxide as 

release layer 
 

The outer Cr layer would be naturally oxidized in ambient environment to form chromic 

oxide and serves as release layer in ERT process. The as-fabricate template (with 

chromic oxide as release layer) was immersed in copper/nickel/gold electroplating 

solution as working electrode with corresponding metal foils as counter electrode (Cu 

foil for Cu plating, Ni foil for Ni plating, and steel for Au plating). Due to the difference 

in conductivity between patterned area and non-patterned area, metals were selectively 

electroplated on patterned area of template. The electroplated metal layer was then 

peeled off with the assist of adhesives (NOA63 or dissolving tape). In the case of 

NOA63, NOA63 was dropped on the surface of electroplated template and cured by 

UV light with acceptor substrate (PET film, nylon fabric, PET fabric, weight paper, 

cellulose paper) placed on top of NOA63. The dose of UV light applied in curing was 

about 2500-5000 mJ cm-2. After exposure, the electroplated metal patterns embedded 

in NOA63 was peeled off from as-fabricated ERT template. Dissolving tapes can be 

used to transfer metal patterns to substrates that are UV-opaque (PI film) or substrates 

that mismatch with NOA63 mechanically (PDMS).  
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3.4 Fabrication of micro-supercapacitor 
 

Firstly, Au interdigital current collector was obtained by ERT (Cr2O3) process with 

NOA63 as adhesive and PET film as acceptor substrate. The current density and 

deposition time used in electroplating gold were 1.5 mA cm-2 and 15 min respectively. 

Then, active materials (MnOx, PPy) was electrodeposited on the current collectors to 

get MnOx or PPy symmetrical micro-supercapacitor, respectively. MnOx was 

electrodeposited on gold interdigital current collectors with 0.01 M Mn(Ac)2 and 0.1 M 

Na2SO4 electrolyte under constant current density of 15 mA cm-2 for various deposition 

times. Electropolymerization of pyrrole on gold interdigital current collectors was 

conducted with 0.15 M pyrrole and 0.1 M NaTps aqueous solution from -0.7 V to 0.8 

V vs SCE at scan rate of 100 mV/s for 2 cycles. The electrochemical performance of 

electrodes was tested in 1 M Na2SO4 aqueous solution. For MSC device with MnOx as 

active material, the electrolyte was aqueous solution of 10 wt.% PVA and 20 wt.% LiCl. 

For MSC device with PPy as active material, the electrolyte was aqueous solution of 

10 wt.% PVA and 10 wt.% H3PO4.  
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3.5 Characterization and techniques 
 

3.5.1 Optical microscopy 

 

An optical microscope uses visible light and a system of lenses to magnify images of 

samples. The optical microscope used here is Eclipse 80i, Nikon, Japan. The 

magnification of optical microscopic images ranges from 50x to 100x.  

 

3.5.2 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

 

AFM is a very-high-resolution type of scanning probe microscopy (SPM), which can 

provide nanometer-resolution images of samples in ambient (liquid) environments. It 

is applicable to characterize conductor, semiconductor, and non-conductors. AFM uses 

a cantilever with a sharp tip to measure the topography across a sample’s surface. The 

force between the probe and the sample varies with the distance between atoms at the 

tip and atoms at the sample’s surface. There are generally three operation modes for 

AFM imaging, contact mode, tapping mode, and non-contact mode. In contact mode, 

as a response to the changing of interatomic force, the cantilever bends or deflects thus 

changing the amount of light reflected to photodetector. Therefore, the surface 

topography of the sample can be translated from the data recorded by the photodetector. 

In non-contact mode, the tip of the cantilever does not contact the surface of the sample, 

which can prevent tip and sample from degradation. The distance between the tip and 

the sample is relatively large, the main interaction force between probe and sample in 

non-contact mode is the van der Waals force. Since the van der Waals force is very low 

in the non-contact regime, it is not possible to measure the deflection of the cantilever 

directly. Instead, it detects the changes in the phase or the vibration amplitude of the 

cantilever that are induced by the attractive force between the probe tip and the sample 

while the cantilever is mechanically oscillated near its resonant frequency. Tapping 

mode also uses the oscillation of cantilever to get feedbacks for surface topography 

which is similar to non-contact mode in principle of measurement.  

 

Here, non-contact mode was used with XE-100 AFM from Park Systems in the 
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characterization of samples.  

 

3.5.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

 

Scanning electron microscope acquires images of a sample by scanning the surface with 

a focused beam of electrons. The electrons interact with atoms in the sample, producing 

various signals (secondary electrons, back-scatter electrons, characteristic X-rays, 

transmitted electrons) that contain information about the surface topography and 

composition of the sample. The position of the beam is combined with the intensity of 

the detected signal to produce an image.  

 

SEM TESCAN VEGA3 and SEM TM3000 Hitachi were used here. SEM TESCAN 

VEGA3 detects secondary electrons while SEM TM3000 Hitachi detects back-

scattered electrons. Secondary electrons have low energies and short mean free path. 

So, secondary electrons can only escape from the very top surface of the samples. Back-

scattered electrons are reflected from the sample by elastic scattering. They emerge 

from deeper part within the specimen. The intensity of back-scattered electrons signals 

is strongly related to atomic numbers of the composition for the specimen. So, back-

scattered SEM can provide the element distribution in specimen.  

 

3.5.4 Contact angle measurement 

 

The wettability of a solid surface by a liquid can be studied with contact angle and 

Young-Dupre equation.  

 

Here, SDC-350 (Dynetech, Inc., China) was used. 2 µL drop of deionized water was 

dropped on substrate controlled by SDC-350, then the image of water drop on surface 

of substrate was captured by CCD camera. The contact angle was calculated by 

software. 
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3.5.5 X-ray diffraction 

 

X-ray diffractometer can analyze the structure of a crystal. The crystalline structure 

causes a beam of incident X-rays to diffract into many specific directions. By measuring 

the angles and intensities of these diffracted beams, the mean positions of the atoms in 

the crystal can be determined, as well as their chemical bonds, crystallographic disorder.  

 

Here, X-ray diffraction patterns were collected on an X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku 

SmartLab 9 kW, Japan) with a Cu Kα X-ray source. The optics of XRD was aligned 

with medium resolution parallel beam configuration. 

 

3.5.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a technique based on the photoelectric effect. XPS 

measures the kinetic energy and the number of electrons escaped from the sample into 

the vacuum of the instrument irradiated by a beam of X-rays. These data can be used to 

identify the elemental composition and its chemical state within the surface of the 

material.  

 

Here, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy data were collected on X-ray photoelectron 

spectrometer (ESCALAB 250, Thermo Scientific, USA).  

 

3.5.7 Raman spectroscopy 

 

Raman spectroscopy is a technique based on Raman scattering to identify the structures 

of molecules. Basically, a source of monochromatic light is used to interact with the 

sample through the molecular vibration, or other excitations which would cause the 

shift in the energy of photons and reveal the molecular vibration information of the 

sample.  
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Here, Raman spectra were collected using Raman microscope (NomadicTM 3-in-1, 

BaySpec, USA). The samples were illuminated by a 532 nm laser with a 10× objective. 

Raman data were collected at room temperature with resolution of 1 cm-1 and 30 s 

recording time. 

 

3.5.8 Measurement of electrical resistance 

 

Sheet resistance was obtained using a source meter (Keithley 2400 SourceMeter, 

Tektronix, Inc., USA) with four-probe method.  

 

3.5.9 Stress-strain test 

 

Stress-strain curves of PDMS were obtained with tensile strength tester (Instron 4411, 

Lab World Group, USA).  

 

3.5.10 Electrochemical tests for micro-supercapacitors 

 

Electrochemical workstation (CHI 660E, CH Instruments, Inc.) was used to test the 

electrochemical performance of micro-supercapacitor. The electrochemical 

performance of micro-supercapacitor under bending was obtained with the assist of a 

stepper motor linear stage (TSA50-C, Zolix, China). 
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Chapter 4: Electrochemical replication and transfer 

with Cr2O3 as release layer (ERT (Cr2O3)) 
 

4.1 Introduction of ERT (Cr2O3) 
 

ERT involves electrodeposition and transfer process. The fabrication procedure of 

template for ERT (Cr2O3) can be found in Chapter 3. The reusable template was made 

with photolithography and thin-film deposition technique. The fabrication process of 

ERT (Cr2O3) is schematically illustrated in Figure 7. A thin layer of Cr between Au and 

Si/SiO2 serves as the adhesive layer to provide robustness of the template so that the 

template can be reused for multiple times. A thin layer of patterned Au would cause the 

difference in conductivity between Au-patterned area and region without Au on 

template. The difference in conductivity combining with suitable parameters in 

electrodeposition would lead to selective electrodeposition of target materials. The 

outer layer of Cr on template which was later naturally oxidized to Cr2O3 serves as a 

release layer to decrease the adhesion between electroplated layer and substrate and 

facilitate the transfer process. The electroplated patterns can be transferred to various 

substrates (PET film, nylon fabric, PET fabric, weight paper, PI film, PDMS film) by 

adhesives (NOA63, water soluble tape). Then, the template is reusable for next ERT 

process. ERT (Cr2O3) is fast and high-throughput method by employing 

electrochemical deposition to achieve the replication of pattern generated by relatively 

high-cost patterning technique such as photolithography. The major cost in ERT (Cr2O3) 

is the cost in the fabrication of patterned template which requests high-cost techniques 

such as photolithography and thermal evaporation. The reusability of ERT (Cr2O3) 

template would reduce the average cost for one ERT fabrication process.  
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4.2 Fabrication of flexible metal patterns 
 

With ERT (Cr2O3) process, we can obtain patterns of various metals with different 

geometries on various substrates.  

 

As shown in Figure 8, flexible interconnected circuits can be achieved with ERT (Cr2O3) 

method. The circuit consists of straight lines, serpentine lines, circular and rectangular 

rings.  

 

 

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of ERT (Cr2O3) process. 
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Figure 9. Copper patterns transferred to various substrate. (A) PET film, (B) weight 

paper, (C) cellulose paper, (D) fabrics, (E) PDMS, (F) PI film 

 

Figure 8. ERT method applicable to various geometric patterns. Optical images of (A) 

pristine template. (B) template after electroplating Cu. (C) Cu pattern transferred to 

PET film by NOA63. Zoom-in views of (D) straight lines (E) serpentine lines (F) 

circular and rectangular rings.  
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Figure 9. shows the wide applicability of ERT (Cr2O3) to various substrates. 

Electroplated Cu serpentine interconnects can be transferred to PET film, weight paper, 

cellulose paper and nylon fabrics with NOA63 as adhesive. As Figure 7. shows, NOA63 

was dropped on template after electrodeposition of Cu. Then, the acceptor substrate 

was covered on top of the NOA63. After UV curing, the Cu pattern can be peeled off 

from template to substrate with NOA63. The final metal patterns were embedded in the 

NOA63 which would provide better flexibility. However, NOA63 requires a UV-curing 

step which is not suitable for films that can absorb UV light efficiently such as PI film. 

Here, the PI film was made by spin coating a layer of precursor on SiO2 wafer and 

followed by 30 min-heating at 100 ℃ on a hotplate. Water-soluble tape was used to 

peel off the Cu pattern from template. PI film and Cu was kept in closed contact for 1 

h to bond with each other. Then, water-soluble tape can be dissolved, leaving the Cu 

on PI film. In the case of PDMS as the acceptor substrate, since NOA63 has a 6% 

elongation at failure which would mismatch with the stretchability of PDMS, it is 

preferred to get rid of the NOA63 layer. Thus, water-soluble tape was used to substitute 

NOA63 as adhesive to peel off Cu pattern from template. Then, Cu/water-soluble tape 

and O2 pre-treated PDMS were kept in close contact for 30 min to enable enough 

bonding between Cu and PDMS. Finally, water-soluble tape was dissolved by drops of 

water, leaving Cu on PDMS.  

 

Figure 10. Various metal patterns made by ERT process. (A) Au and its XRD (B) Cu 

and its XRD (C) Ni and its XRD 
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Figure 10. shows the ERT (Cr2O3) method is applicable in obtaining Cu, Au, Ni patterns. 

For designed application, flexible patterns based on Cu, Au, Ni can be fabricated 

respectively.  

 

The cyclability of template for ERT (Cr2O3) is demonstrated in Figure 11. The template 

can still serve after 30 cycles of ERT process. Cyclability is essential for decreasing the 

average cost of fabrication through ERT (Cr2O3). For template of ERT (Cr2O3), the 

inner Cr layer connects SiO2 wafer and Au and increases the adhesion. The outer Cr 

layer adhered to Au is oxidized to Cr2O3 to decrease the adhesion between plated metal 

and template and thus protects the template in peeling process.  

 

Figure 11. Cyclability of template. Optical images of (A) template after 15 cycles of 

ERT process, (B) template after 30 cycles of ERT process. (C) Au pattern on PET film 

obtained in the 15th cycle of ERT process, (D) Au pattern on PET film obtained in the 

30th cycle of ERT process. 
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4.3 Fabrication of stretchable conductor 
 

4.3.1 Introduction of stretchable conductor 

 

Stretchable electronics can be applied in the field of robotic devices and wearable 

devices where traditional rigid electronics cannot fit in. Stretchable conductor as an 

indispensable part of stretchable electronics has been studied extensively by academics.  

 

Stretchability and conductivity are two key parameters in the evaluation of stretchable 

conductor. Basically, there are three approaches to achieve both stretchability and 

conductivity in one material. The first approach is to design the structure of conductive 

yet non-stretchable materials to get stretchability. The second approach is to develop 

intrinsically stretchable and conductive materials. The third approach is to fabricate 

composites with both stretchability and conductivity by combining stretchable yet non-

conductive materials with conductive yet non-stretchable materials.  

 

Typical structures that can be stretched are serpentine structure, mesh, microcracks, 

wrinkle, wary structure, etc.58 Typical materials that are both stretchable and conductive 

are liquid metal, conductive polymer, etc.59 Stretchable conductor composites have also 

been developed. 60 

 

4.3.2 Preliminary results of stretchable conductors 

 

PDMS substrate was prepared through standard procedure. The ratio between elastomer 

and curing agent was 10:1. The mixture was casted on PET film and cured in an oven 

at 80℃ for 2 h. Then the PDMS film was peeled off from PET film. The thickness of 

PDMS film used here was around 30 µm through SEM cross-section images (Figure 

12A). The stress-strain curve of as-made PDMS thin film was recorded as in Figure 

12B and 12C. 
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Cu straight lines and serpentine lines with different widths were obtained by 

electroplating at 3.5 mA cm-2 for 10 min. The Cu lines were transferred from template 

to PDMS with the assist of water-soluble tape (Figure 13, 14). By attaching Cu/water-

Figure 12. (A) Cross-section SEM images of PDMS. (B) (C) Stress-strain curve of 

PDMS. 

Figure 13. Digital images of (A) (C) copper straight line transferred to PDMS and (B) 

(D) copper line transferred to pre-stretched PDMS (30%) to form wary structure. 
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soluble tape to pre-stretched PDMS, wary structure can be formed after dissolving 

water-soluble tape and slowly releasing the strain in the pre-stretched PDMS. This wary 

structure would help improve the stretchability of Cu/PDMS composites. However, for 

Cu serpentine line, the strain tends to concentrate on the peaks and valleys thus the Cu 

film is easily broken during the release of pre-stretched PDMS (Figure 14).  

 

 

 

The change in electrical resistance of Cu serpentine line attached to PDMS without pre-

stretching under stretching was recorded (Figure 15.). The performance of this 

serpentine stretchable conductor has much space to be optimized.  

Figure 14. Copper serpentine line transferred to pre-stretched PDMS. The pre-stretch 

percentage is (A) 20% (B) 30% (C) 40% respectively.  
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4.4 Conclusion 
 

Chromic oxide can be used as release layer for electrochemical replication and transfer. 

As demonstrated, this technique is suitable for fabrication of metal patterns with various 

geometries of micro-resolutions. The patterns can be transferred to various substrates 

by adhesives, such as flexible PET film, PI film, nylon fabric and stretchable PDMS. 

The resistivity change of the stretchable conductor made by ERT (Cr2O3) was tested 

under stretching.   

 

  

Figure 15. (A) Schematic of a copper serpentine line on PDMS film (The thickness of 

PDMS is around 30 µm). The length of arm and medium diameter of circle are 2200 

µm. The width of the line is 200 µm. The thickness of Cu is around 2 µm. (B) R/R0 

versus stretching cycles for Cu serpentine line/PDMS.  
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Chapter 5: Mechanism analysis of ERT (Cr2O3) 

process 
 

5.1 Characterization of template 
 

Schemes of several constructions of templates can be found in Figure 16. ERT contains 

two essential steps, electrodeposition and transfer. The difference in conductivity 

between substrate and Au-patterned area is essential for selective electrodeposition, i.e. 

the replication of patterns on template with electroactive materials. The Cr on template 

exposed in air would be oxidized into Cr2O3. A thin layer of Cr2O3 would change the 

conductivity of substrate by making the substrate made of Si wafer less conductive and 

the substrate made of SiO2 more conductive. The structure of template would affect the 

parameters used in the electroplating process. The conductivity difference between 

substrate and patterns in B is the largest among these four structures which enables fast 

electroplating under high current density.  

 

  

Figure 16. Scheme of templates. 
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The water contact angle shows that the surface of Cr2O3/Au/Cr/Si ERT template (Cr2O3) 

has high affinity to water. After the modification of PFDT, the water contact angle is 

slightly higher. However, the surface of template is still hydrophilic unlike the surface 

of Au/Cr/Si template after modification of PFDT. After the modification of 

trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl) silane, the surface became hydrophobic, which 

may indirectly prove the surface of template was naturally oxidized to chromic oxide. 

The location of Cr 2p peaks provide information on atomic valential state of Cr in the 

sample. For Au/Cr/Si template, no signal were detected for Cr 2p. this is because XPS 

is a highly sensitive surface analysis technology. It can penetrate a sample up to around 

10 nm in depth. 

 

 

5.2 Role of Cr2O3 in ERT 
 

Several mechanisms can lead to adhesion, for example mechanical interaction, 

diffusion, electrostatic force, covalent force, acid-base interaction, van der Waals force, 

etc. These mechanisms have different functional length scales and have different 

Figure 17. Water contact angle on (A) pristine template of ERT with Cr2O3 as release 

layer (B) template of ERT with Cr2O3 as release layer after PFDT modification (C) 

template of ERT with Cr2O3 as release layer after trichloro(1H,1H,2H,2H-

perflurooctyl)silane modification (D) XPS for template of ERT with Cr2O3 as release 

layer (Cr2O3/Au/Cr/Si) (E) XPS for template of ERT with PFDT as release layer 

(Au/Cr/Si). 
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energies.  

The surface topography of template at nanoscale was obtained by AFM characterization. 

The roughness of the surface is related to the conditions during deposition of chromium 

such as evaporation speed. The physical contact area and the interactive forces between 

layers would affect the adhesion between these two layers. Here, we measured the 

surface morphology of electroplated Au which phase was in close contact to ERT 

(Cr2O3) template. From Figure 18B, the electroplated Au is not a conformable 

replication of the template in nanoscale. Instead, there are spaces between template and 

electroplated Au which would decrease the contact area and enlarge the average 

distance between electroplated Au and template, and thus lowers the adhesion between 

electroplated metal and template. The voltage profile during electroplating shows the 

difference in nucleation overpotential for both templates. The nucleation overpotential 

for ERT (Cr2O3) template is higher than that for ERT (PFDT) template which means 

the nucleation of Au on ERT (Cr2O3) is harder and the number of nucleation sites 

formed in initial stage would be smaller for ERT (Cr2O3) template compared with that 

on ERT (PFDT) template. This phenomenon is also confirmed by SEM images of Cu 

electroplating on both templates. On ERT (PFDT) template, the electroplated Cu has 

more sites to grow and the surface is smoother. On ERT (Cr2O3) template, the size of 

Cu particle is larger than that on ERT (PFDT) template. And, there are less Cu particles 

on the surface of ERT (Cr2O3) than ERT (PFDT), which means that Cu particles are 

tentative to cumulate on Cu instead of template in the case of ERT (Cr2O3), which may 

due to the ill conductivity of Cr2O3 and also the less infinity of Cu to Cr2O3.  

Figure 18. (A) Topography of template. (B) Topography of plated Au on the surface of 

template. (C) Voltage against time curves measured in electrodeposition of Au on 

PFDT/Au/Cr/SiO2 and Cr2O3/Cr/Au/Cr/SiO2 substrates under the same current density of 1 

mA cm-2.   
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The morphologies of Cu line after various deposition time (10 min, 15 min, 20 min, 25 

min, 30 min) at 3 mA cm-2 were characterized by AFM. It shows that at initial 

deposition stage, the distribute of Cu along the line is not even. With longer deposition 

time, and the effect of electric field, the shape of Cu line is more likely to become higher 

at edges and more uniform in the middle. The rough surface of Cu provides more 

surface area to contact with adhesives and thus increases the adhesion between them 

and makes the transfer process easier. 

 

 

 

  

Figure 19. Topography of copper line on Cr/Au/Cr/SiO2 template electroplated at 3 

mA/cm2 for (A) 10 min (B) 15 min (C) 20 min (D) 25 min (E) 30 min 
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5.3 Comparison of ERT (Cr2O3) method with ERT (PFDT) method 
 

 

The transfer process will depend on the contest between several interfaces. The first 

one is the interface between electroplated metal and template. Due to the thin layer of 

Cr2O3 on ERT (Cr2O3) template, the Cu is not conformably growing on template like it 

does for ERT (PFDT) case. Thus, the interaction area between template and  

Figure 20. SEM images of (A) Pristine Cr2O3/Cr/Au/Cr/Si and copper electroplated at 

1mA/cm2 for (B)(C) 30 s (D) 1 min on Cr2O3/Cr/Au/Cr/Si and (E) 5 min (F) 1 min on 

Au/Cr/Si 
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electroplated metal is smaller for ERT (Cr2O3) than ERT (PFDT). And Cr2O3 has  

weaker interaction forces with metal compared with the interaction force between Au 

and metal. This is because when two layers of metals are in close contact, there would 

be the delocalization of electrons between them which would makes the adhesion 

between them stronger. From molecular level, Cr2O3 would have less interaction with 

plated metal than Au with plated metal. Compared to ERT (PFDT), the surface of 

electroplated Cu on ERT (Cr2O3) is rougher and can provide larger surface contact area 

with adhesives and thus improve the adhesion between adhesive layer and plated metal 

layer and eases the transfer process.   

 

5.4 Conclusion 
 

ERT contains two key steps, electroplating and transfer. The structures of template and 

electroplating parameters should be considered together and carefully designed to fulfill 

Figure 21. Comparison of morphologies of copper line patterns. (A) AFM image of 

copper line on template for ERT (PFDT). (B) AFM image of copper line on template 

for ERT (Cr2O3). (C) SEM image of copper line made by ERT (PFDT) method after 

transfer to PET film. (D) SEM image of copper line made by ERT (Cr2O3) method after 

transfer to PET film.  
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the selective electrocrystallization criteria. The successful transfer give credits to the 

low contact area and low adhesion forces between Cr2O3/plated metal interface and 

strong adhesion between adhesive/plated metal interfaces. Both interfaces should be 

considered for achieving reusable templates.  
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Chapter 6: Flexible micro-supercapacitor based on 

ERT (Cr2O3) method 
 

6.1 Introduction of micro-supercapacitor (MSC) 
 

6.1.1 Application of micro-supercapacitor 

 

Miniaturization of electronics are in great need both for military and commercial fields. 

It has a great impact on the electronics’ penetration to society. Recently, improvement 

of the reliability of wireless communication protocols and emergence of concept 

“Internet of Things” make the wireless sensor network a great opportunity in various 

applications. Smart home, health monitor, environment monitor and so on open the 

market for miniaturized sensors. To realize the autonomy of these sensors, each sensor 

should have a power supply component for communication and data transfer. And 

micro-supercapacitor with advantages of cycling stability and higher power density is 

a promising source to power miniaturized devices. And under some unique scenario, a 

flexible, bendable and even stretchable miniaturized device is favorable to be physical 

comfort to use. So flexible micro-supercapacitor as a main component in flexible 

devices has attracted a lot of attention. In-plane flexible MSC can be easily integrated 

with other electronic devices which further reduces the place needed and improves the 

user experience. Researchers have demonstrated the integration of MSC with 

photodetector61, gas sensor62. For different applications, the electronics have different 

requirements for power and energy performance.  

 

6.1.2 Energy storage mechanism 

 

Electrical charge can be stored in MSC electrode through two charge storage 

mechanisms, electrical double layer charging and electrochemical charge transfer 

process.  

 

In electrical double layer charging, charges are stored electrostatically by ion adsorption 

between the active material and electrolyte interface. Electrochemical charge transfer 
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process is existed both in battery and capacitor. Conway summarized that three faradaic 

mechanism that can result in pseudocapacitance, 1) underpotential deposition, 2) redox 

reaction, and 3) fast intercalation.63 Underpotential deposition is related to the adsorbed 

layer between two different metal surfaces. Redox reaction responsible for capacitance 

usually refers to charge transfer reactions where the current is almost linear to the scan 

rate. Intercalation capacitance results from ions intercalated into electrode material 

accompanied by charge transfer with no crystallographic phase change.  

 

Figure 22. Schematic illustration of charge storage mechanisms of micro-

supercapacitor.64  

 

Due to the differences in charge storage mechanisms, capacitors charged by electrical 

double layer can usually provide fast charging/discharging and high stability yet low 

energy density because it only involves physical adsorption, yet for capacitors charged 

by faradaic process, they usually have higher energy density but lower stability. 

 

6.1.3 Device structures 

 

There are mainly two kinds of architectures for micro-supercapacitors, sandwich 

structure and in-plane interdigital structure.65 The first micro-supercapacitor dated back 

to 2001 is in sandwich configuration with RuO2 as active material and LiPON as 

separator.66 One intrinsic problem for capacitor is its low energy density compared with 

batteries. To improve energy density in sandwich configuration, it is a common way to 
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increase the thickness of active materials for electrode. However, the resistance of 

active material increases with the increasing thickness which would also inevitably 

increases the ion transport resistance and causes poor electrochemical performance 

such as low power density and low utilization rate. In contrast, micro-supercapacitor 

with in-plane interdigital structure allows fast ion transport through narrow 

interspace.67 By reducing the width of gap (wg), the ion transport resistance can be 

further decreased which can help improve rate performance.68 And with multiple open 

edges, the diffusion of electrolytic ions can be improved even when the active material 

for electrode is thicker.  

 

And in-plane interdigital mode is more suitable for integration with electronic devices 

applications in planar structures.69-72 By optimization of active material, electrolyte and 

architecture, MSC with both high energy density and power density might be obtained.  

  

Figure 23. Schematic diagrams of conventional sandwich supercapacitor 

and micro-supercapacitor with in-plane interdigital electrode 

architecture.  
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6.1.4 Metrics on electrochemical performance 

 

MSC performance is evaluated by mainly following parameters: 

1) Areal capacitance 

2) Areal energy density and power density 

3) Cycling stability and device lifetime 

 

Considering Helmholtz model for electrical double layer, the amount of charge stored 

is proportional to applied voltage.  

 

d

A

U

Q
C

 0==  

 

C is capacitance. ε is dielectric constant or relative permittivity of the dielectric medium. 

Q is the amount of charge stored. U is voltage between two electrode plates. A denotes 

for electrode/dielectric interface area. And the separation distance between the two 

electrode plates is denoted as d. ε0 is vacuum permittivity. The differential form of 

above equation is shown as below: 
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Considering that current is flow rate of electric charges, it can be written in the 

following format: 

 

Cvi =  

 

Above equation shows that the current flowing through a capacitor is independent of 

voltage applied. So, in cyclic voltammogram (CV), the curve has rectangular shape and 
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charge and discharge currents are proportional to scan rate. In galvanostatic charge 

discharge (GCD), a constant current is applied, which indicates the increase rate of 

voltage is a constant. So, the U-t curve has constant slope. GCD profile is triangular 

shaped. Through integration of cyclic voltammograms, the amount of charges as a 

function of potential can be obtained. 

 

𝐶 =
𝛥𝑄

𝛥𝑉
=

∫ 𝑖𝑑𝑡
𝑡

0

𝑉
 

In GCD, the charging discharging current is a constant, so the capacitance can be 

calculated by: 
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We can get power (P) and energy (W) from CV and GCD profile. 
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Considering equivalent series resistance, the maximum power output from MSC is: 
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We can see from equations above that decreasing equivalent series resistance is 

favorable for boost electrochemical performance. 

 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy can be used to analyze the electrode and 

electrolyte  resistance, charge transfer resistance Rct, and ion diffusion. At high 

frequencies, the capacitance of the electrochemical system can be neglected, so the 

resistance of this system can be  extracted from Nyquist plot. At low frequencies, mass 

transfer dominates the process, from which Warburg impedance can be obtained. 

Equivalent series resistance includes the intrinsic resistance of the electrode, the 

electrolyte resistance and the contact resistance between the current collector and the 

electrode. Equivalent series resistance is usually determined by the value of real 

impedance at the frequency of 1 kHz.  

 

In summary, to fabricate MSC with favorable performance, we need to optimize mainly 

three parameters, the capacitance, working voltage, and equivalent series resistance. 

 

6.2 Fabrication of micro-supercapacitor 
 

The fabrication process of micro-supercapacitor is shown in Figure 24. Firstly, the Au 

current collector was obtained by ERT process. Then, active materials were 

electrodeposited on the interdigital current collector. Electrolyte was dropped on the 

surface of interdigital electrodes to obtain micro-supercapacitor devices.  
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6.3 Characterization of micro-supercapacitor 
 

6.3.1 Characterization of electrode 

 

The finger length of gold interdigital electrode is around 1400 µm. The finger width is 

around 10 µm. The gap between interdigital electrodes is around 5 µm. There are totally 

60 pairs of interdigital electrodes. The average thickness of gold electrode is around 0.6 

µm. The digital and SEM images of gold electrode and electrode after electroplating 

MnOx are shown in Figure 25.  

Figure 24. Schematic illustration of fabrication process of micro-supercapacitor. 
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Figure 25. Digital images of (A) Au interdigital current collector, (B) (C) MnOx/Au 

interdigital electrode, and SEM images of (D) Au current collector, (E) MnOx/Au 

electrode, (F) MnOx 

The phase structure of electroplated gold was obtained using XRD analysis. The sharp 

peaks can be indexed to the Au (111), (200), (220), and (311) crystal face. The sample 

was prepared by ERT (Cr2O3) process with NOA63 as adhesive and PET film as 

acceptor substrate. The MnOx/Au electrode was characterized with Raman 

spectroscopy. The broad peaks at 2θ = 47 deg and 2θ = 54 deg come from the structure 

of crystalline PET film. Raman shift around 491 cm-1 may indicate the deformation 

mode of Mn-O in MnO2. And the stretching mode of Mn-O in MnO6 octahedra can be 

shown by the Raman shifts around 562 cm-1 and 632 cm-1.73  

 

Figure 26. (A) XRD of Au interdigital current collector. (B) Raman spectrum of MnOx 

electroplated on Au.  
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The electrochemical performance of MnOx/Au electrode was tested in 1 M Na2SO4 

under three-electrode configuration with Pt foil as counter electrode and SCE as 

reference electrode. The areal capacitance was 177 mF cm-2 at a discharging current 

density of 0.1 mA cm-2 for electrode with a 60s deposition time for MnOx. The areal 

capacitance reached 200 mF cm-2 for electrode when the deposition time was extended 

to 90 s for MnOx at a discharging current density 0.1 mA cm-2 The areal capacitance 

dropped to 185 mF cm-2 for electrode 105s deposition time for MnOx. Longer 

deposition time will cause higher loading amount of MnOx active material. However, 

MnOx is not conductive. Dense MnOx layer would cause the difficulty in both electron 

transfer and ion diffusion. The amount of MnOx should be balanced on account of 

electron transfer and electrolyte transfer to get the best electrochemical performance. 

The areal capacitance dropped quickly with the increasing of discharging current 

density. The areal capacitance dropped to 120 mF cm-2 and 95 mF cm-2 for discharging 

current of 0.5 mA cm-2 and 1 mA cm-2 respectively. This may be caused by insufficient 

redox reaction under faster charging and discharging process. 

Figure 27. Electrochemical performance of MnOx/Au electrode in 1 M Na2SO4. (A) CV 

(B) GCD (C) EIS (D) areal capacitance versus discharge current density 
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The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy were collected using CHI 660e. The 

applied potential is 0.202 V vs SCE for testing EIS of as obtained MnOx/Au electrode. 

The frequency ranged from 106 Hz to 0.1 Hz at the amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage 

of 5 mV. At high frequencies,  the capacitance becomes negligible and kinetic of redox 

reaction dominate the process, so the impedance at high frequencies indicates the 

resistance of the electrode, which is around 13 Ω for as obtained electrodes in 1 M 

Na2SO4 aqueous solution under three electrode configuration. The slope of EIS is nearly 

vertical at low frequency which indicate a fast and reversible redox process.  

 

6.3.2 Electrochemical performance of MSC device 

 

The electrochemical performance of MSC device with 1 M Na2SO4 as aqueous 

electrolyte is demonstrated in Figure 28. The MnOx in the electrodes tested here were 

obtained by electrodeposition at 15 mA cm-2 for 90 s which has the largest areal 

capacitance in three-electrode configuration test. The areal capacitance of MSC device 

in 1 M Na2SO4 is around 1.82 mF cm-2 at discharging current of 2 µA. EIS was 

conducted with initial voltage of 0 V with the frequency ranged from 106 Hz to 0.1 Hz 

at the amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage of 5 mV. As the figure shows, the impedance 

of as-obtained microsupercapacitor deviates heavily from ideal  semicircle. The shape 

of EIS depends on the relative values of the  kinetic and mass transfer parameters. Since 

electrochemical process is very complex,  it is difficult to analyze EIS with simple 

equivalent circuits when the EIS curve deviate heavily from curves obtained. 
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The electrochemical performance of MSC device with PVA/LiCl as gel electrolyte was 

shown in Figure 29. Gel electrolyte is more favorable for fabrication of flexible MSC. 

Here, commonly used PVA/LiCl electrolyte was dropped on pre-mentioned MnOx/Au 

electrodes to fabricate MSC devices. MSC devices with different amount of MnOx were 

tested with CV, GCD, and EIS. The areal capacitance is calculated with GCD curves 

for devices with different deposition time of MnOx at a discharging current of 2 µA. 

The device with 90 s deposition time shows the best areal capacitance. Therefore, the 

CV, GCD and EIS of device with 90 s deposition time are shown in the following figure. 

The areal capacitance of the device reached 2.9 mF cm-2. The CV is still rectangular-

shaped at large scan rate which may due to by small gap distance between electrodes. 

The areal capacitance dropped with the increasing of charging and discharging current. 

The EIS was conducted with initial voltage of -0.03 V with the frequency ranged from 

106 Hz to 0.1 Hz at the amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage of 5 mV. From EIS, the 

electrode resistance was estimated to be 6 Ω for the as-fabricated MSC in PVA/LiCL. 

The slope of the Nyquist plot in the intermediate frequency region for MSC device in 

Figure 28. Electrochemical performance of MnOx/Au MSC device with 1 M Na2SO4 

as electrolyte. (A) CV (B) GCD (C) EIS (D) areal capacitance versus discharge current 

density 
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PVA/LiCl is higher than that for MSC device in Na2SO4, which indicate a lower 

Warburg resistance.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 29. Electrochemical performance of MnOx/Au MSC device with PVA/LiCl as 

electrolyte. The MnOx was electrodeposited at 12.5 mA cm-2 for 90 s. (A) CV (B) CV 

at high scan rate (C) EIS (D) GCD (E) areal capacitance versus discharge current 

density. (F) Areal capacitance versus electrodeposition time 
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The CV and GCD of MSC under bending were tested to measure the electrochemical 

stability of devices under bending (Figure 30.). The areal capacitance dropped from 

1.23 mF cm-2 to 0.93 mF cm-2 with the decreasing of bending radius from 8.0 mm to 

3.5 mm according to GCD at 2 µA discharging current.  

 

MSC device with PPy as active material was also fabricated. Electropolymerization of 

pyrrole on gold interdigital current collectors was conducted with 0.15 M pyrrole and 

0.1 M NaTps aqueous solution from -0.7 V to 0.8 V vs SCE at scan rate of 100 mV/s 

for 2 cycles. More cycles or lower scan rate would cause the interconnection of positive 

and negative electrodes with PPy and cause short circuit of the device easily. So, the 

areal capacitance for this device without bending is limited to 0.29 mF cm-2 at 

discharging current of 2 µA which is significantly lower than previously MnOx/Au 

MSC device. The areal capacitance also suffers from a fast decay during bending which 

drops from 0.26 mF cm-2 under bending radius of 8.0 mm to 0.14 mF cm-2 under 

Figure 30. Electrochemical performance of MnOx/Au MSC device with PVA/LiCl as 

electrolyte under bending. MnOx was electrodeposited at 12.5 mA cm-2 for 60 s. (A) 

Setup image (B) CV (C) GCD (D) areal capacitance versus bending radius 
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bending radius of 3.5 mm. PPy has a better conductivity compared with MnOx. The 

electrode resistance of PPy is around 2.5 Ω. The equivalent series resistance of PPy/Au 

MSC device estimated from EIS curve is around 74 Ω which is much lower than that 

of MnOx/Au MSC device. 

 

Figure 31. Electrochemical performance of PPy/Au MSC device with PVA/H3PO4 as 

electrolyte under bending. (A) CV (B) GCD (C) EIS (D) areal capacitance versus 

bending radius. 

 

6.4 Conclusion 
 

ERT (Cr2O3) patterning technique was used in the fabrication of high-resolution 

flexible interdigital electrodes which was later electroplated with active materials to 

obtain flexible micro-supercapacitor. This shows the application of flexible metal 

patterns obtained with ERT (Cr2O3) method in fabrication of MSC device.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Suggestions for Future 

Research 
 

7.1 Conclusions 
 

A new release layer is used in electrochemical replication and transfer process. This 

new release layer (Cr2O3) shows low adhesion with plated metal film and can be used 

to fabricate flexible metal patterns and stretchable conductors. The mechanism of ERT 

with Cr2O3 were explored. And possible application of flexible metal conductors made 

by ERT in fabrication of micro-supercapacitor was demonstrated.  

 

In chapter 4, the wide applicability of ERT (Cr2O3) was demonstrated. It is applicable 

to fabricate various materials to various geometries of patterns on various substrates. It 

can be used to fabricate flexible metal patterns and stretchable conductors using 

different adhesives. 

 

In chapter 5, the mechanism of ERT (Cr2O3) is studied. ERT includes two essential 

steps, electroplating and transfer. The difference in conductivity between different 

regions on the patterned template is the key reason for selective deposition of 

electroactive materials. The adhesion difference between interfaces is the guiding factor 

in transfer process. The electroplating process is analyzed from aspects of overpotential, 

nucleation and growth. The role of Cr2O3 as release layer is discussed from 

electrocrystallization aspect. Various structures of template were compared in 

electroplating process. Due to difference in conductivity and electrocrystallization 

overpotential, templates with different constructions have different ranges of suitable 

current density. In transfer process, adhesives were used to transfer the plated metal 

from donor template to various substrates. Considering the requirements for different 

applications, photo-curing adhesive and water-soluble tape were used respectively in 

transfer process to get desired results. The mechanisms for adhesion are discussed to 

instruct and give explanation for transfer process. The advantages and disadvantages of 

ERT (Cr2O3) versus ERT (PFDT) are summarized in detail, which implied different 
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uses for different release layers.  

 

In chapter 6, the application of ERT (Cr2O3) in fabrication of micro-supercapacitor was 

demonstrated. This all solution-processed method is facile and economical for 

fabrication of micro-supercapacitor. The performance of micro-supercapacitor was 

evaluated.  

 

In conclusion, Cr2O3 is developed as a new release layer for electrochemical replication 

and transfer. The ERT (Cr2O3) can be used to fabricate patterns of various geometries 

with various materials on both flexible and stretchable substrates. The mechanism of 

ERT process is related with structure of template and the role of Cr2O3 in 

electrodeposition and transfer. The application of ERT (Cr2O3) was demonstrated by 

fabrication of micro-supercapacitor.  

 

 

7.2 Suggestions for future research 
 

ERT with Cr2O3 can be used to get flexible metal patterns and stretchable conductors. 

The roughness of the plated metal is not as smooth as ERT with PFDT. One advantage 

of ERT with Cr2O3 versus ERT with PFDT is that the adhesion between template and 

plated metal is lower. Applications that does not require strictly smooth metal patterns 

can use ERT with Cr2O3 to fabricate the metal conductor.  

 

The stretchable conductors fabricated by ERT (Cr2O3) method can be optimized. The 

structures of stretchable ribbons can be further optimized and the factors that affects 

obtaining good metal films in electroplating and transfer should be studied in detail. 

The success rate is currently low and many factors that affect the transfer of metal to 

PDMS is still not clear. The metal film is prone to fraction and cracks. Better 

electroplating process and transfer process is needed to make robust metal film.  
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To further understand the difference in interfaces of ERT (Cr2O3) method and ERT 

(PFDT) method, the interface adhesion difference can be studied with theoretical 

computation.  

 

Although fabrication of micro-supercapacitor has been demonstrated, the performance 

of micro-supercapacitor is not ideal. Further optimization can be applied to get higher 

energy density and power density micro-supercapacitor. Gold current collector is of 

high cost. In the future other metal current collectors should be considered in the 

fabrication of micro-supercapacitor. Thus, it would become competitive in markets and 

get its place in the trends of internet of things.  

 

More applications based on ERT (Cr2O3) can also be studied in the future, for example, 

transparent heater, organic electrochemical transistors, etc.  
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